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Children will:
• Grind grain on the quern
• Make butter
• Cook flour dough over the fire embers
• Help maintain an Iron Age garden
• Make a pinch and coil pot to take home

Please bring a cardboard box to transport the pots home in.

Iron Age Life BOOK NOW
01494 875 542

The workshop will take place in our 
replica Iron Age House and will last for 
60 minutes.

For more information please contact 
a member of our Education Team 
education@coam.org.uk 01494 875 542

Exciting Workshop That Takes Children  Beyond The Class Room

What were the challenges?

The objective of this 
workshop is to identify 
and experience the Iron 
Age lifestyle.

KS1 & KS2
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Pre-Visit Suggestions

Iron Age Life Extra

HISTORICAL SKILLS 
FOCUS

INTERPRETATION 
The past as represented 
by artefacts and replicas.

ENQUIRY 
Finding out about the 
past through a range of 
sources.

KS1 & KS2

• Explore how we source and buy our food today. 

• Contrast the sourcing of food from  a local Farmer’s market with buying food from a   

   supermarket

• Explore the different cooking methods used by one family during one week: frying, boiling,          

  baking, steaming, roasting, etc.

• How many of these would be achievable if we only  an open fire were available to us?

• Explore how flour, water, milk and butter reached our homes 20 years/200 years ago

• Create a list of questions to ask about cooking 2000 years ago

During the workshop, children learn how water, flour, milk and butter were sourced and used 
in Iron Age homes.  They will discuss which crops were grown and how different protein sources 
(meat, fish, eggs and cheese) were maintained and sourced.

Children will make butter, grind flour and make dough using Iron Age techniques.  
We will discuss how archaeology teaches us about the past.

Select information and construct informed responses:

• Revisit the questions written before the visit, note the new learning that has taken place and record this  

   knowledge in an age appropriate manner (KS1, KS2)

• Discuss the sustainability of the Iron Age lifestyle and compare this with our  lifestyle in the 21st century

• Debate the ethics of food sourcing (KS2)

• Discuss the taste of Iron Age food.  How does this compare to 21st century food? (KS1, KS2)

• What is added to our food to make it taste better?  Are these additions healthy for us? (KS1, KS2)

Learning Outcomes and Post-Visit Suggestions


